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TOPIC. DRAINAGE SYSTEM VISUALIZATION IN ZANZIBAR URBAN 

 
This visualization intended to show Three themes, which are, the threat toward the drainage 

blockage in Zanzibar, blockage materials that weaken Zanzibar drainage system and Impact 

that occur due to drainage blockage to the community and city at large. all of this 

visualization is available in drainage visualization folder through index page. All data used 

for this visualization is available in Open street map. 

 

The main goal of this visualization is to enable Zanzibar municipal council, Zanzibar City 

and building planner, Environmental stakeholders, Civil Engineers and Others community 

members to better understand drainage challenges exist and find a better way to remove 

them. 

 

First, we try to visualize what are the major threat toward the drainage blockage in Zanzibar, 

and we realize Dumping site, water body and poor building plan are major reasons drainage 

blockage. This may occur due to poor knowledge to the people on how to proper dump their 

waste product as well as poor building plans by city municipal. 

 

 
Next visualization we look at the impact that could happen if drainage system fail to work as 

expected, and as you can see it try to give picture on how far does people houses are going to 

be affected when drainage become block with flooded water. And in large quantity people 

house are going to be flooded with the water since most of Drainage that pass near people 

homes are blocked. 

 

 
Last visualization we try to portray type of materials that weakening and influence drainage 

blockage system in Zanzibar, the result was the solid waste to be a common blockage 

material type that occupy in most of drainage in Zanzibar, this indicate that there is so 

minimum ways for proper waste deposit into the city. As matter of fact large quantity of solid 

waste come from people houses. 

 

In other hand we also perform data analysis into this work. First data analysis aim at look 

what are the type drainage that have large number of blockage compare to other and it has 

been reviled that ditch are kind of drainage or waterway that is mostly blocked due to nature 

of its profile. so action is needed to insure that this kind of drainage ways is improved. 

 



Second analysis involve in making evaluation to try to find out what are the most common 

materials that are affect and influence the blockage of drainage in Zanzibar city. and as it has 

been shown in the chart solid waste are the major materials that occupy in most of drainage 

system. 

 

 You can access all of this content by visiting index page through our submission folder or you can use        

this live link to open it easily Drainage visualization 

 

We expect that through this visualization Zanzibar government will invest in making more 

spatial analysis and give us more access to make intensive examination of our current Drainage 

system so that to stimulate sustainability of Zanzibar drainage system. 
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